
Ice sculpture in a hotel suite, designed by Ekaterina Barsukova
and Vladimir Barsukov. — Asaf Kliger
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In longitudes where long johns are all but compulsory and rugged alpine regions where the snow tumbles down sideways, cre-
ative grizzled folk brave the cold to cut and chisel and craft chunks of frozen water into sparkling ice hotels, uplift overnight
igloos and snow-covered villages for mere non-mountain mortals to sleep over. We’ve trailed to the dark ends of the Earth to

find the best ice hotels for 2020. Here’s where to get your Elsa on this winter.

1. Iglu Dorf - Gstaad, Switzerland 
Built using traditional igloo techniques, but with tun-

nels connecting each of the 11 rooms, it takes around
3000 hours to create the Iglu Dorf hotel in Gstaad,
Switzerland each winter. With breathtaking views out
across the crucible of the vast Bernese Alps and its
crown of fir trees, this slice of wonderful isolation can be
enjoyed by up to six guests in a room overnight. 

With a sauna and swimming pool just outside as well
as homemade mulled wine and a traditional hot cheese
fondue, this is Switzerland in its purest mountain mode.
Iglu Dorf also builds overnight igloos in Davos-Klosters,
Stockhorn and Zermatt in Switzerland as well as on
Zugspitze in Germany, and the K¸htai ski area in Austria.
Visit Iglu Dorf from December 23-April 1.

2. Icehotel - Jukkasjarvi, Sweden
First built in 1989 in Jukkasjarvi, Sweden, this is the

original Icehotel. It’s crafted annually from 2500 two-ton
blocks of snice (snow and ice) plucked from the vast
meandering Torne River. At the end of the season it sim-
ply melts and the water returns to the river. But whilst it’s
up, its shimmering catenary arches and individually-
designed rooms with snow statues and ice artwork make
it a startling imaginative triumph.  Located in northern
lights territory, high up into the Arctic Circle, guests can
also try husky sledding, snowmobiling and snowshoeing.
For the artistic, there’s ice sculpting as well. Can’t wait for
winter? The Icehotel 365 offers 20 suites, an ice bar and
an art gallery all year round. Plus it’s run entirely on
renewable energy. Icehotel is open from December 11.

Cozy up in the coldest hotels in the world. — Iglu Dorf


